
The 3A Band System in the Spectrum of the 13C16O Molecule
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In the emission spectrum of the carbon monoxide13C16O isotopic molecule three bands comprising about 1820 lines of the
3A band system (c3P–a3P) were recorded and analyzed. The 0–0 and 0–1 bands of this system were photographed for th
first time and the 0–2 band was rephotographed by using methods of conventional high-resolution spectroscopy. The result
the rotational band analysis includes expanding of the spectrum interpretation up toJ 5 25 as well as the identification of four
previously unobserved branchesP13, R13, P31, and R31. Because of strong perturbations in thec3P (v 5 0) state, the
calculation of the rovibronic structure constants was performed only for the lowera3P state. By using a calculation based on
a nonlinear least-squares method, an effective Hamiltonian of Brown [J. M. Brown, E. A. Colbourn, J. K. G. Watson, and F. D
Wayne,J. Mol. Spectrosc.74, 294–318 (1979)] and a separative procedure proposed by Curl–Dane–Watson [R. F. Curl and
C. B. Dane,J. Mol. Spectrosc.128,406–412 (1988); J. K. G. Watson,J. Mol. Spectrosc.138,302–308 (1989)], it was possible
to derive the rotational structure constants for thev 5 0, 1, and 2 levels for thea3P state in the13C16O isotopic molecule. Term
values for thec3P (v 5 0) level and the equilibrium molecular constants for thea3P state also are reported.© 1999 Academic

Press
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The 3A band system appearing in the emission spectru
he CO molecule is a result of thec3P–a3P transition and
elongs to the group of many triplet transitions in the
olecule. So far this band system was observed as an e

ively one 0–v0 progression and is located in the ultravio
2200–2800 Å) region of the spectrum. The identification
he upper state of this system as thec3P state was performe
y Tilford (1). Danielaket al. (2), on the basis of the analys
f the isotopic head shifts of the bands of this system,
rmed that the upper level of the observed progression wa
9 5 0.
The 3A band system spectrum was obtained under

esolution in the12C16O molecule by Schmid and Gero¨ (3),
erö(4), Ginter and Tilford (5), and Rytel and Rytel (6). The

esult of the spectrum analyses was both the identificatio
ines of this complex spectrum region and partial quantita
haracteristics of both states involved in this transition. It
articularly interesting to observe the existence of a strong
omplex multistate perturbation of thec3P (v 5 0) level (7)

ocated above the first dissociation energy level, i.e., a
1.01 eV.
The 3A band system investigations performed so fa

sotopic molecules included the13C16O (8) and 14C16O (9)
olecules and were fragmentary and preliminary. The a

ation of different methods of spectrum fitting made the c
arison and analysis of the derived rovibronic structure
tants for different isotopic molecules very difficult. Therefo
he authors have decided to record and analyze the 3A band
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egion of thea P state comprising the unobserved so far 0
nd 0–1 bands, as well as to rerecord and reanalyze th
and. The objective of the present work was both to ide

his spectrum region and perform a unified treatment base
he Hamiltonian model proposed by Brownet al. (10) of the

3P state in13C16O for v 5 0, 1, and 2.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The emission spectrum of thec3P–a3P system of the
13C16O was obtained from a Geissler-type water-cooled
lled with 13C16O gas (92%) at a total pressure of about
orr. The discharge cell was made of a 22-cm long (0.5

nner diameter) Pyrex tube with a water-cooled jacket.
lectrodes were made of 4-cm long stainless steel s
.5-mm thick and mounted inside a water-cooled glass tu
-cm inner diameter. The tube was operated at about 6 kV
20 mA ac. Spectra were obtained by using a 2-m E
lane-grating PGS-2 spectrograph equipped with a
rooves/mm grating with a total number of grooves of 45 6
lazed at 1.0mm. The observations were made in the eleve
rder, which permitted obtaining a spectrum with a recipr

inear dispersion in the range of 0.029–0.039 nm/mm and
theoretical resolving power of about 500 000. The expo

ime on the ORWO UV-1 plates varied from 4 to 25 h. A
alibration spectrum the Th standard lines (11) obtained from
everal overlapped orders of spectrum from a water-co
ollow-cathode tube were used.
The measurements were carried out carefully by usin
0022-2852/99 $30.00
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TABLE 1
Observed Wavenumbers (in cm21

200 HAKALLA ET AL.
) and Rotational Assignments for the 0–0 Band
of the c3P–a3P System of the 13C16O Moleculea

a Figures in parentheses denote observed minus calculated values in units of 1023 cm21.
* The lines marked by asterisk are less accurate and not used in the evaluation of molecular constants.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press



TABLE 1—Continued

2013A BANDS OF 13C16O
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TABLE 1—Continued

202 HAKALLA ET AL.
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TABLE 2
Observed Wavenumbers (in cm21

2033A BANDS OF 13C16O
) and Rotational Assignments for the 0–1 Band
of the c3P–a3P System of the 13C16O Moleculea

a Figures in parentheses denote observed minus calculated values in units of 1023 cm21.
* The lines marked by asterisk are less accurate and not used in the evaluation of molecular constants.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press



TABLE 2—Continued

204 HAKALLA ET AL.
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TABLE 2—Continued

2053A BANDS OF 13C16O
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TABLE 3
Observed Wavenumbers (in cm21

206 HAKALLA ET AL.
) and Rotational Assignments for the 0–2 Band
of the c3P–a3P System of the 13C16O Moleculea

a Figures in parentheses denote observed minus calculated values in units of 1023 cm21.
* The lines marked by asterisk are less accurate and not used in the evaluation of molecular constants.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press



TABLE 3—Continued

2073A BANDS OF 13C16O
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TABLE 4
Summary of Observations and Analyses of the c3 3 13 16

TABLE 3—Continued

208 HAKALLA ET AL.
P–a P Bands of C O Molecule

a Number of degrees of freedom of the fit.
b Standard deviation of the fit.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press



TABLE 5
Branches of the 3 3

2093A BANDS OF 13C16O
P– P Transition and Their Correlations

Note.Four underlined branches were observed for the first time.
TABLE 6
3 a

vels,
Matrix Elements of the Rotational Hamiltonian of the a P State in a Case (a) Basis

a The basis functions have been abbreviated touV.. Upper and lower signs correspond to the e and f suble
respectively; x5 J(J11).
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press
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TABLE 7
21 3

in

210 HAKALLA ET AL.
utomatic interferometric comparator assembled in our l
atory. The positions of the line centers were calculated
eans of an interactive graphic computer program using

east-squares procedure and assuming Gaussian profiles
ines. Repeatability of the measurements was tested
.3–0.5mm according to the grain of the plates. The typ
tandard deviation of the least-squares fit for the 50–130
bration lines was about (3.4–5.1)z 1023 cm21. Consequently
he precision of the single molecular lines with a good l
ackground ratio was about 0.005–0.010 cm21. Unfortunately

he complexity of this spectrum transition, the appearanc
eads in band branches, and the partial overlapping o
pectra from the12C16O and 13C16O molecules meant that
elatively large number of spectral lines were blended. T
ower precision, blended lines were not used for the calcula
f constants.
Tables 1–3 present the observed wavenumbers of line

ether with their rotational assignments for the 0–0, 0–1,
–2 bands, respectively. A summary of the measuremen

he analyzed 3A bands of13C16O is presented in Table 4.

ANALYSIS AND CALCULATIONS

A fully resolved 3P–3P transition spectrum in which bo
tates belong to Hund’s case (a) should contain 27 do
ranches (see Table 5). However, if the upper state belon

he Hund’s case (b) and exhibits a negligible spin splitt
hen only 18 collective and doubled byL splitting, (i.e., 36

Rotational Structure Constants (in cm ) for the a P
(v 5 0, 1, and 2) Levels of the 13C16O Moleculea

a Uncertainties in parentheses represent one standard deviation
units of the last quoted digit,s is the standard deviation of the fit.
Copyright © 1999 by
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ranches for aP– P transition were derived and discussed
ovács (12, Table 3.8) assuming Hund’s cases (a) and (b

he lower and upper states, respectively. Preliminary ana
f the newly observed 0–0 and 0–1 and the reanalyzed
ands were performed by using earlier information about
3P anda3P states (8, 13). Results of the reanalysis inclu
our previously unobserved branches being identified (un
ined in Table 5), and the extension of theJ range of the
eanalyzed 0–2 band.

The fitting of the spectrum and calculation of the rovibro
tructure constants were performed only for the lowera3P
tate. Because of a strong, complex, and not fully ident
erturbation of the upperc3P (v 5 0) level (7), the fitting of

he spectrum was performed using a nonlinear least-sq
ethod proposed by Curl–Dane–Watson (14, 15), which yields

he constants for the lowera3P (v 5 0, 1, and 2) state leve

TABLE 8
Equilibrium Molecular Constants

(in cm21) for the a3P State of the
13C16O Moleculea

a Uncertainties in parentheses represent
one standard deviation in units of the last
quoted digit. Only theBv constant values
were developed according to the traditionally
applied formula:Bv 5 Be 2 ae(v 1 1

2) 1
. . . , whereas the remaining constants were
developed according to a normal polynomial
formula: Xv 5 Xe 1 aXe(v 1 1

2) 1 . . . .
Academic Press



as well as term values for thec3P (v 5 0) state. In this
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2113A BANDS OF 13C16O
rocedure, regular levels of thea P state are represented by
ffective Hamiltonian proposed by Brownet al. (10). The
espective matrix elements of this Hamiltonian used in
ork were taken from a work of (16) and collected in Table 6
onsidering the precision of the observed wavenumbe

ines, a relatively large number of lines excluded from
alculation of constants, and the highestJ value observed,
as statistically justified to use only the following molecu
arameters for the description of thea3P state:

1. rotational and centrifugal distortion constantsB andD;
2. spin–orbit coupling constantsA andAD;
3. spin–spin interaction constantl;
4. L-doubling constantsp, q, ando.

The constants obtained for thev 5 0, 1, and 2 levels of th
3P state in13C16O are listed in Table 7.
On the basis of the rovibrational constants in Table 7

quilibrium molecular constants for thea3P state were est
ated using a weighted least-squares method. The res

alues are presented in Table 8.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The present work provides a modern analysis of three
ected 0–0, 0–1, and 0–2 bands of thec3P–a3P transition in
he 13C16O isotopic molecule recorded under high resolut
he result of the spectrum analysis was the identificatio
ver 1820 spectrum lines comprising newly observed 0–0
–1 bands. Also observed for the first time are the
ranchesP13, R13, P31, andR31. Finally, the rotational struc

ure of thev0 5 2 vibrational level was considerably extend
The fitting of the spectrum using the separative me

roposed by Curl–Dane–Watson (14, 15) made it possible bot
o separate the spectroscopic information relative to the u
Copyright © 1999 by
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egular lowera P (v 5 0, 1, and 2) levels. The application
he Brownet al.’sHamiltonian for the analysis of thea3P state
evels made it possible to present a unified and impro
haracterization of the regular levels of thea3P state in13C16O
nd to create a perspective of a global interisotopomeric
sis of this state. The analysis of the structure and of pe
ations of the upperc3P (v 5 0) level and the recent
ecorded spectra involving thec3P (v 5 1) level (17) will be
resented in a separate work.
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